CAVIT Law Enforcement Run, Hide, Fight Event
Pre-Test

If the decision is made to run, you should:
A) Stay quiet and take the nearest exit to safety
B) Gather as much information as you can while exiting
C)Try and get your co-worker to follow you to safety
Where would you attack your attacker?
A) Major muscle groups
B) Stomach area
C) Face
What can you expect from officers responding to the scene?
A) Medical attention will be immediately provided to the injured.
B) Everyone will be evacuated from the building prior to searching for the attacker.
C) They will be giving you forceful orders and attempting to locate the attacker.
What do you believe you would do in an active shooter situation at work?
A) Run
B) Hide
C) Fight
If the decision to fight is made, you should:
A) Use improvise improvised weapons
B) Catch them by surprise
C) Get multiple people together
D) All the above
What is the difference between concealment and cover?
A) They are basically the same thing.
B) Cover hides you, while concealment protects you from gunfire.
C) Concealment hides you, while cover stopped a bullet.
D) Cover and concealment both protect you from gunfire.
What is the first responders main responsibility when they first arrive on scene?
A) Give aid to the wounded
B) Search for the threat
C) Secure the perimeter
D) Lead survivors out of the building

Once you are outside the building, what is the next step for you to get everyone else safe?
A) Walk around the building and see if you see any co workers inside.
B) Stand by the back door and wait for other co workers to come out.
C) Find a safe place either behind a dumpster or bush and call the police if possible.
When the responding officer and or officers arrive on the scene, you should?
A) Run to them for protection
B) Scream to inform them where you are
C) Stay where you are and do not interfere
D) Run to the nearest exit, everything is safe when they arrive
If the active shooter is closing in on your hiding spot you should
A) Run for the nearest exit
B) Scream for help
C) Beg him to spare you
D) Stay calm, silent, and get ready to fight.
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